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Behaviour- and cognition-based methods to assess feeding motivation in dairy cows around
Optimizing zebrafish welfare - effects of environmental enrichment on agonistic behavior
and stress response in groups of zebrafish kept in different densities.
Development of the Acoveo System for the observational record of verbal interaction in the
Can the sophistication of hunting techniques explain the success of lionfish in their invasive
Measuring perfectionism and relations with psychological well-being among Russian adult
Long range behavioural monitoring of virgin, pregnant and mother mice with IntelliCage
Say-Do-Report Correspondence in seminatural contexts: a methodological proposal
A semi-automatic user-friendly tracking software (TrAQ) for animal models capable of
automatic rotation behaviour characterization
Multilevel Analysis and Effect Size Measures in Single Case Designs: A Pilot Study
Testing human perception under controlled extreme environmental conditions
A complex experimental design for measuring the learning impairing effect of repeat dose
scopolamine in experienced aged rats
A see-saw cooperation task in rats
Validation of the Arabic Version of the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS-42) among
The SAE-L2 project: measuring driving behavior with the use of Advanced Driver Assistance
Integrating behavioral and physiological parameters to characterize emotional contagion in
Setup for Multimodal Human Stress Dataset Collection
Cylinder test vs skilled reaching test: comparison of two methods used to investigate
unilateral motor impairments in rat model of Parkinson’s disease
pyEcoHAB: a Python library for analysis of rodent behavioral data recorded with Eco-HAB
Reaction to ultrasonic signals in SHR and Wistar rats; effects of fear conditioning
Phenotypes of reinforcement sensitivity determine response to acute escitalopram
Automated monitoring of pig behaviour in the 'Family Pigsty' using TrackLab
Differences in precontact 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalization profile between copulating and noncopulating male rats. Evidence for individual profile of rat vocalization.
Uncovering mechanisms shaping animal behavioural individuality using the cyclic
Feasibility of automatic prediction of Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) using wearable sensors
Building adaptive systems: a proposed framework for designing an adaptive automation
Intensive physical training, but not the loss of dopaminergic neurons limits the ability to
form long, non-random patterns of steps during the Inverted Grid test in mice; results of
Response-chain learning model in fish and its use in hands-on training for the demonstration
Mice Fail to Learn Time Intervals in A Single Trial
Multi-modal assessment of the behavioral markers of apathy under real-life context Towards a telemonitoring instrument of patient-caregiver couples’ psychological health
Measuring empathy and exploring the link with face identity and expression recognition
Supershrinks: how to study the impact of experts in therapy
How mask is mask for Parkinson’s Disease?
Meeting data analytics for IoT-enabled communication systems
Measuring Cohabitation Partner’s Direction in Social Interaction
Trait sensitivity to negative feedback does not interact with the effects of acute
antidepressant treatment on hedonic status in rats.
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